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We construct the effective Lagrangian describing the light glueballs associated with the unbroken
and confining SUc(2) color subgroup for the 2 flavor superconductive phase of QCD. This Lagrangian
constitutes a key ingredient for understanding the non perturbative physics of 2 flavor color super-
conductivity. We estimate the two photon decay process of the light glueballs using the saturation
of the electromagnetic trace anomaly at the effective Lagrangian level. The present results are par-
ticularly relevant to our model of Gamma Ray Bursts based on color superconductivity in Quark
Stars (R. Ouyed and F. Sannino astro-ph/0103022).
I. INTRODUCTION
Quark matter at very high density is expected to be-
have as a color superconductor [1,2]. Recent work had
lead to a renewed interest on the subject [3–5]. This
phase is characterized by its gap energy (∆) associated to
quark-quark pairing. In such a phase, the color symme-
try is spontaneously broken and a hierarchy of scales, for
given chemical potential, is generated. Indicating with
gs, the underlying coupling constant, the relevant scales
are: the chemical potential µ itself, the dynamically gen-
erated gluon mass mgluon ∼ gsµ and ∆. Since for high µ
the coupling constant gs (evaluated at a fixed scale µ) is
≪ 1, we have:
∆≪ mgluon ≪ µ . (1)
The low-energy effective Lagrangian describing the in
medium fermions and the broken sector of the SUc(3)
color groups for the 2 flavor color superconductor (2SC)
has been constructed in Ref. [6]. The 3 flavor case (CFL)
has been developed in [7]. The effective theories describ-
ing the electroweak interactions for the low-energy exci-
tations in the 2SC and CFL case can be found in [8]. In
Reference [9] it has been shown that the confining scale
of the unbroken SUc(2) color subgroup is lighter than the
superconductive gap ∆. This is a consequence of the high
dielectric constant ǫ of the 2SC medium [9]. The unbro-
ken SUc(2) theory is still confining and the light glueball
like particles are expected to be light with respect to ∆
and hence play a relevant role at low energies.
In this paper we generalize the effective Lagrangian for
2 flavor by properly taking into account the confined de-
grees of freedom associated with the low energy unbroken
SUc(2) gauge interactions. We estimate the two photon
decay process of the light glueballs using the saturation
of the electromagnetic trace anomaly at the effective La-
grangian level. The glueball decay was found to be cru-
cial in our model for powering Gamma Ray Bursts [10]
(involving a 2SC layer at the surface of Quark Stars).
It led to establish a link between QCD at high matter
density and Gamma Ray Bursts observables (energy and
duration) extracting vital information about the QCD
phase diagram. In particular a value for the critical tem-
perature (of the order of 15 MeV) above which color
superconductivity cannot exist has been determined for
densities few times nuclear matter density [10].
In Section II we briefly review, while setting our con-
ventions, the low-energy effective Lagrangian for the 2SC
phase of QCD [6,8]. The latter describes the, in medium,
fermions and the broken SUc(3) gluon sector. In Sec-
tion III we construct the effective Lagrangian describing
the light glueballs associated with the unbroken SUc(2)
color subgroup by using the information inherent to the
trace anomaly and the medium effects related to a non-
vanishing dielectric constant [9]. In IV we estimate the,
in medium, glueball to two photon decay process which
is relevant to our model of Gamma Ray Bursts Ref. [10].
We conclude in V.
II. 2SC EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN REVIEW
QCD with 2 flavor has gauge symmetry SUc(3) and
global symmetry
SUL(2)× SUR(2)× UV (1) . (2)
At high matter density a color superconductive phase
sets in and the associated diquark condensates leaves in-
variant the following symmetry group:
[SUc(2)]× SUL(2)× SUR(2)× U˜V (1) , (3)
where [SUc(2)] is the unbroken part of the gauge group.
The U˜V (1) generator B˜ is the following linear combina-
tion of the previous UV (1) generator B =
1
3diag(1, 1, 1)
and the broken diagonal generator of the SUc(3) gauge
group T 8 = 1
2
√
3
diag(1, 1,−2):
1
B˜ = B − 2
√
3
3
T 8 . (4)
The quarks with color 1 and 2 are neutral under B˜ and
consequently the condensate too (B˜ is
√
2S˜ of Ref. [6]).
The superconductive phase for Nf = 2 possesses the
same global symmetry group of the confined Wigner-
Weyl phase [11]. In Reference [11], it was shown that
the low-energy spectrum, at finite density, displays the
correct quantum numbers to saturate the ’t Hooft global
anomalies [12]. It was also observed that QCD at finite
density can be envisioned, from a global symmetry and
anomaly point of view, as a chiral gauge theory [13,14].
In Reference [15] it was then seen, by using a variety
of field theoretical tools, that global anomaly matching
conditions hold for any cold but dense gauge theory.
Massless excitations are protected by the aforemen-
tioned constraints and dominate physical processes. The
low-energy theorems governing their interactions can be
usefully encoded in effective Lagrangians (like for cold
and dilute QCD [16]). It is possible to order the effec-
tive Lagrangian terms describing the Golstone boson self
interactions in number of derivatives. The resulting the-
ory for dilute QCD is named Chiral Perturbation Theory
[16]. Unfortunately this well defined scheme is not suffi-
cient for a complete description of hadron dynamics since
new massive hadronic resonances appear at relatively low
energies. For instance, the σ or the vector ρ and new ef-
fective Lagrangian models of the type described in [17]
are needed.
The dynamics of the Godstone bosons can be efficiently
encoded in a non-linear realization framework. Here, see
[6], the relevant coset space is G/H with G = SUc(3) ×
UV (1) and H = SUc(2)× U˜V (1) is parameterized by:
V = exp(iξiX i) , (5)
where {X i} i = 1, · · · , 5 belong to the coset space G/H
and are taken to be X i = T i+3 for i = 1, · · · , 4 while
X5 = B +
√
3
3
T 8 = diag(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) . (6)
T a are the standard generators of SU(3). The coordi-
nates
ξi =
Πi
f
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 , ξ5 =
Π5
f˜
, (7)
via Π describe the Goldstone bosons. The vevs f and f˜
are expected, when considering asymptotically high den-
sities [18], to be proportional to µ.
V transforms non linearly:
V(ξ)→ uV gV(ξ)h†(ξ, g, u)h†
V˜
(ξ, g, u) , (8)
with uV ∈ UV (1), g ∈ SUc(3), h(ξ, g, u) ∈ SUc(2) and
h
V˜
(ξ, g, u) ∈ U˜V (1).
It is convenient to define:
ωµ = iV†DµV with DµV = (∂µ − igsGµ)V , (9)
with gluon fields Gµ = G
m
µ T
m while ω transforms as:
ωµ → h(ξ, g, u)ωµh†(ξ, g, u) + i h(ξ, g, u)∂µh†(ξ, g, u)
+ i h
V˜
(ξ, g, u)∂µh
†
V˜
(ξ, g, u). (10)
Following [6] we decompose ωµ into
ω‖µ = 2S
aTr [Saωµ] and ω
⊥
µ = 2X
iTr
[
X iωµ
]
, (11)
where Sa are the unbroken generators of H with S1,2,3 =
T 1,2,3, S4 = B˜ /
√
2. Summation over repeated indices is
assumed.
To be able to include the fermions in the picture we
define:
ψ˜ = V†ψ , (12)
transforming as ψ˜ → h
V˜
(ξ, g, u)h(ξ, g, u)ψ˜ and ψ pos-
sesses an ordinary quark transformations (as Dirac
spinor).
The simplest non-linearly realized effective Lagrangian
describing in medium fermions, the five gluons and their
self interactions, up to two derivatives and quadratic in
the fermion fields is:
L = f2a1Tr
[
ω⊥0 ω
⊥
0 − α1~ω⊥~ω⊥
]
+ f2a2
[
Tr
[
ω⊥0
]
Tr
[
ω⊥0
]− α2Tr [ ~ω⊥ ]Tr [ ~ω⊥ ]]
+ b1ψ˜i
[
γ0(∂0 − iω‖0) + β1~γ ·
(
~∇− i~ω‖
)]
ψ˜
+ b2ψ˜
[
γ0ω⊥0 + β2~γ · ~ω⊥
]
ψ˜
+mM ψ˜Cγ
5(iT 2)ψ˜ + h.c. , (13)
where ψ˜C = iγ2ψ˜∗, i, j = 1, 2 are flavor indices and
T 2 = S2 =
1
2
(
σ2 0
0 0
)
, (14)
a1, a2, b1 and b2 are real coefficients while mM is com-
plex. The breaking of Lorentz invariance, following [7]
to the O(3) subgroup has been taken into account by
providing different coefficients to the temporal and spa-
tial indices of the Lagrangian, and it is encoded in the
coefficients αs and βs. For simplicity, the flavor indices
are omitted. From the last two terms, representing a
Majorana mass term for the quarks, we deduce that the
massless degrees of freedom are the ψa=3,i which pos-
sess the correct quantum numbers to match the ’t Hooft
anomaly conditions [11]. The generalization to the elec-
troweak processes relevant for the cooling history of com-
pact stars has been investigated in [8].
The Lagrangian in Eq. (13) together with the one de-
scribing the relevant SUc(2) degree of freedom which we
are about to construct will be used elsewhere to derive
the 2SC equation of state.
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III. SUC(2) GLUEBALL EFFECTIVE
LAGRANGIAN
The SUc(2) gauge symmetry does not break sponta-
neously and it is expected to confine. If the new confining
scale is lighter than the superconductive quark-quark gap
the associated confined degrees of freedom (light glue-
balls) can play, together with the true massless quarks,
as shown in [10] a relevant role for the physics of Quark
Stars featuring a 2SC superconductive surface layer.
One would expect that below the scale ∆, the heavy
degrees of freedom decouple and the low-energy theory
is simply an SUc(2) Yang Mills theory (together with
the ungapped quarks); with the new running coupling
constant matched with the original SUc(3) at the scale ∆.
However this is a misleading argument. Indeed QCD at
high chemical potential develops multiple scales making
it difficult to define a simple matching procedure.
Since the ungapped fermions are neutral with respect
to the SUc(2) - together with the diquarks built out of
the quarks carrying non trivial charge under SUc(2) - it
would seem natural for the medium to be transparent
with respect to the associated gluons. However, accord-
ing to the findings in [9], the medium does still lead to
partial SUc(2) screening. In other words the medium is
polarizable, i.e., acquires a dielectric constant ǫ different
from unity (in fact ǫ≫ 1 in the 2SC case [9]) leading to
an effectively reduced gauge coupling constant.
In general, a medium possesses a dielectric constant
and a magnetic permeability λ 6= 1. (Here, we note, that
in the approximations of [9] λ is still unity.) By assuming
locality the SUc(2) effective action takes the form [9]:
Seff =
∫
d4x
[
ǫ
2
~Ea · ~Ea − 1
2λ
~Ba · ~Ba
]
(15)
with a = 1, 2, 3 and Eai ≡ F a0i and Bai ≡ 12ǫijkF ajk . Here
one assumes an expansion in powers of the fields and
derivatives. The gluon speed in this regime is v = 1/
√
ǫλ.
In Reference [9] the ǫ and λ were obtained studying
the polarization tensor at asymptotically high densities
of the SUc(2) gluons and by finally expanding it in powers
of the momenta in order to get a local effective action.
Their results are:
ǫ = 1 +
g2sµ
2
18π2∆2
, λ = 1 . (16)
Now, at asymptotically high densities, the gap ∆ is expo-
nentially suppressed compared to the chemical potential
µ [19]. Indeed ∆ ∝ µg−5s e−c/gs with c = 3π2/
√
2, while
gs is the SUc(3) coupling constant evaluated at µ. Equa-
tion (16) than suggests that a 2SC color superconductor
can have a large positive dielectric constant. This implies
that the Coulomb potential between SUc(2) color charges
is reduced in the 2SC medium. The fact that the medium
easily polarizes can be intuitively understood by recalling
that Cooper pairs have a typical size of the order of 1/∆.
There seems to be no effect on the magnetic permeability
and in the asymptotic high chemical potential regime.
Clearly Eq. (16) is relevant to understand what hap-
pens to the low-energy SUc(2) gluons. Unfortunately,
although formally correct and valuable, the perturbative
results are very limited when considering phenomenolog-
ical applications since, according to [20], the results are
quantitatively valid only for µ ≫ 108 MeV. Besides, the
theory is believed to still confine and hence SUc(2) glue-
balls like particles are expected to emerge. These parti-
cles are light with respect to ∆ and are shown to play a
relevant role in Quark Stars featuring a superconductive
2SC surface layer [10]. So, the low-energy SUc(2) theory
should be well represented by the effective Lagrangian
describing its hadronic low lying states: the light glue-
balls. This Lagrangian has to be added to the one of
Eq. (13) [6] and will be derived below.
A straightforward way to tackle the problem is to build
the SUc(2) energy stress tensor θ
µν whose trace is related
to a dilatation anomaly. We consider the theory at scales
lower than the gap.
The first step is to rescale the coordinates and the
SUc(2) fields as follows:
xˆ0 =
x0√
λǫ
, gˆ = gs
(
λ
ǫ
) 1
4
Aˆa0 = λ
1
4 ǫ
3
4Aa0 , Aˆ
a
i = λ
− 1
4 ǫ
1
4Aai .
(17)
In the limit λ → 1 we recover the rescaling used in [9].
Here we consider a more general rescaling, by not as-
suming λ = 1, since for not too large chemical potentials
there is no guarantee that a small magnetic permeability
might not arise. If this were the case than note that the
coupling constant is sensitive to the ratio λ/ǫ which is
nevertheless much less than one (according to the per-
turbative regime calculations).
Using the rescaled variables, the SUc(2) action be-
comes:
SSU(2) = −1
2
∫
d4xˆTr
[
Fˆµν Fˆ
µν
]
, (18)
and Fˆµ,ν = ∂ˆµAˆν − ∂ˆνAˆµ+ i gˆ
[
Aˆµ, Aˆν
]
with Aˆµ = Aˆ
a
µT
a
and a = 1, 2, 3.
The low-energy effective 3 gluon dynamics in the color
superconductor medium (with non-vanishing dielectric
constant and magnetic permeability) is similar to the in
vacuum theory. The expansion parameter is:
αˆ =
gˆ2
4π
=
g2s
4π
√
λ
ǫ
. (19)
Notice that gs is the SUc(3) coupling constant evaluated
at the scale µ while we now, following Ref. [9], interpret
gˆ as the SUc(2) coupling at ∆. The matching of the
scales is encoded in
√
λ/ǫ. Below ∆ we use the action of
Eq. (18) to investigate the SUc(2) properties.
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Now we are ready to construct the glueball effective
potential valid to all orders in the loop expansion. This
was achieved in Ref. [21] (in the vacuum case), by using
the information of the full, rather than just the one loop,
beta function appearing in the trace anomaly saturation
procedure [22]. The explicit dependence on the full beta
function of the theory allowed [21] to investigate theories
with large number of flavors, relative to the number of
colors, with nearby infrared fix points.
The, in medium, anomaly-induced effective potential
is based on the trace anomaly arising from the rescaled
theory written in Eq. (18):
θˆµµ = −
β(gˆ)
2gˆ
Fˆµνa Fˆµν;a ≡
2b
v
H , (20)
with a = 1, 2, 3 and we have defined β(gˆ) = −bgˆ3/16π2.
At one loop b = 113 Nc with Nc = 2 the color number.
H is the composite field describing, upon quantization,
the scalar glueball [22] in medium and possesses mass-
scale dimensions 4. The specific velocity dependence is
introduced to properly account for the velocity factors.
The general nonderivative effective potential saturat-
ing the trace anomaly is a solution of [22–24]:
θˆµµ = 4H
δVˆ
δH
− 4Vˆ , (21)
and is
Vˆ =
b
2v
H log
[
H
Λˆ4
]
, (22)
where Λˆ is some intrinsic scale associated with the theory.
To the potential Vˆ one has still the freedom to add a
non derivative term proportional to H . Since this term
does not affect any of our conclusions it can be safely
omitted. It is worth mentioning that a similar type of
potential was derived in [25] when breaking the N = 1
Super Yang-Mills theory to ordinary Yang-Mills at the
effective Lagrangian level.
In order to estimate Λˆ we consider the following one
loop relation:
Λˆ = ∆exp
[
− 8π
2
b0gˆ2(∆)
]
= ∆exp
[
− 8π
2
b0g2s(µ)
√
ǫ(µ/∆)
λ(µ/∆)
]
≃ ∆exp
[
−2
√
2π
11
µ
gs(µ)∆
]
, (23)
with b0 = 22/3 for SUc(2) and in the last step we consid-
ered the asymptotic solution of Ref. [9], for convenience
reported in Eq. (16).
By using ΛQCD ≃ 300 MeV, µ ≃ 500 MeV and a gap
value of about 30 MeV (roughly 2 times [26] the super-
conductive critical temperature ∼ 15 MeV estimated in
[10]) one gets Λˆ ≃ 1 MeV. We recall that this estimate
relies on the one loop running and a reasonable value of
ΛQCD while we used the phenomenological value for ∆
[10]. This small value of Λˆ reinforces the need for the
2-color glueball effective Lagrangian as a crucial ingre-
dient of the low-energy effective action. Our estimate
is consistent with the one presented in [9] while further
constraining Λˆ values.
The glueballs are light (with respect to the gap) and
might barely interact with the ungapped fermions. They
are stable with respect to the strong interactions unlike
ordinary glueballs.
The potential in Eq. (22) can be considered a zeroth or-
der model [22,27,28] for a Yang-Mills theory, in medium,
in which the glueballs are the associated hadronic parti-
cles. The potential has a minimum at
〈H〉 = Λˆ
4
e
, (24)
at which point
〈Vˆ 〉 = − b
2v e
Λˆ4 . (25)
From Eq. (20) this is seen to correspond to a magnetic-
type condensation of the glueball field H . The nega-
tive sign of 〈Vˆ 〉 is consistent with the bag model [29] in
which a “bubble” with 〈Vˆ 〉 = 0 is stabilized against col-
lapse by the zero point motion of the particles within.
For the zero density case a number of phenomenological
questions have been discussed using toy models based on
Eq. (22) [28,30,31].
To be able to deduce further dynamical properties one
needs a kinetic term which does not affect the trace
anomaly. A viable two derivative trace invariant term
(in the rescaled coordinates) is [30]:
Lˆkin = v c
2
√
bH−
3
2 ∂ˆµH∂ˆ
µH . (26)
Here c is a positive dimensionless constant and the factor√
b has been conveniently introduced. The previous 2-
derivative term has scale dimensions four and hence does
not affect the trace anomaly equation. The complete sim-
plest light glueball action in the unrescaled coordinates
for the, in medium, Yang-Mill theory is:
SG−ball =
∫
d4x
{ c
2
√
bH−
3
2
[
∂0H∂0H − v2∂iH∂iH]
− b
2
H log
[
H
Λˆ4
]}
. (27)
Hence the glueballs move with the same velocity as the
underlying gluons in the 2SC color superconductor.
We define the mass-dimension one glueball field h via:
H = 〈H〉e hFh . (28)
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By requiring a canonically normalized kinetic term for h
one finds:
F 2h =
c√
2
√
2b〈H〉 . (29)
The glueball mass term is (obtained by expanding the
Lagrangian up to the second order in h):
M2h =
√
b
2c
√
〈H〉 =
√
b
2c
√
e
Λˆ2 , (30)
which is clearly of the order of Λˆ (estimated in the MeV
range from Eq. (23)) since c is a positive constant of order
unity. At largeNc and for zero matter density Yang-Mills
theories one has 〈θˆµµ〉 ∼ O
(
N2c
)
while M2h ∼ O
(
N0c
)
which fixes c ∼ O (Nc) and hence F 2h ∼ O
(
N2c
)
. Clearly,
for large Nc the glueball self interactions are suppressed.
However for theories at finite matter densities Nc cannot
be changed at will. Indeed a 2SC superconductive phase
is very sensitive to the actual number of colors and fla-
vors. Lattice results for SUc(2) Yang-Mills theory [32]
might be used to constraint the coefficients of the effec-
tive Lagrangian which can then be used for extracting
dynamical results.
This completes the effective action for the SUc(2) glue-
ball in medium.
IV. H → γγ PROCESS IN THE 2SC MEDIUM
Once created, the light SUc(2) glueballs are stable
against strong interactions but not with respect to elec-
tromagnetic processes. Indeed, in analogy to the case
of the π0 decay into two photons at zero and high mat-
ter density for the 3 flavor color superconductive case
(CFL) [8,33], the glueballs couple to two photons via vir-
tual quark loops. More specifically, the π0 → γγ pro-
cess is a direct consequence of the gauging of the global
anomalies which are seen to hold at finite matter den-
sity [11,15], and the explicit electromagnetic gauging is
provided, for the CFL case, in [8]. On the other side
the two-photon coupling of any object which dominates
the energy-momentum tensor at low energies is based on
the electromagnetic trace anomaly [34]. This has been
formulated at zero density by constructing a suitable ef-
fective Lagrangian [31] describing the ordinary glueball
decay into two photons. Mimicking the zero density case
we modify the trace-anomaly induced potential term as
follows:
V =
1
4
[(
2bH + H˜em
)
log
[
H
Λˆ4
]]
, (31)
where
H˜em = − e˜
2
24π2
 ∑
quarks
Q˜2quarks
 F˜µν F˜µν , (32)
is the electromagnetic contribution to the trace anomaly,
with F˜µν = ∂µA˜ν − ∂νA˜µ. Here A˜µ is the in medium
photon field corresponding to the following massless lin-
ear combination of the old photon and the eighth gluon
[35,8]:
A˜µ = cos θQAµ − sin θQG8µ , (33)
with tan θQ = e/(
√
3gs). The new electric constant is
related to the in vacuum one via:
e˜ = e cos θQ . (34)
Q˜ is the new electric charge operator associated with the
field A˜µ:
Q˜ = τ3 × 1+ B˜ − L
2
= Q × 1− 1√
3
1×T 8 , (35)
where L = 0 is the lepton number, τ3 the standard
Pauli’s matrix, Q the quark matrix, the new baryon num-
ber B˜ is defined in Eq. (4) and following the notation of
Ref. [8] we have flavor2×2 × color3×3. The quarks that
acquires a mass term (i.e. the ones in the color direction
one and two) have half integer charges under Q˜ while
the massless quarks (the ones in direction three of color)
have the ordinary proton and neutron charges in units of
e˜. Hence:∑
quarks
Q˜2quarks = Tr
[
Q˜2
]
= NcTrQ
2 +
1
3
= 2 , (36)
with Nc = 3 the underlying number of colors. Differently
from the π0 → γγ case, a part from a modified electron
coupling, one also finds an electromagnetic trace anomaly
coefficient which differs from the in vacuum case (corre-
sponding to the first term in Eq. (36)). This, once again,
shows the special role played by the chiral anomalies.
The relevant Lagrangian term is:
Lhγγ = e˜
2
48π2
Mh√
2b〈H〉
 ∑
quarks
Q˜2quarks
 h F˜µνF˜µν , (37)
leading to the following decay width of the glueballs into
two photons in medium:
Γ [h→ γγ] = α
2
576π3
cos θ4Q
 ∑
quarks
Q˜2quarks
2 M5h
2b〈H〉
≈ 1.2× 10−2 cos θ4Q
[
Mh
1 MeV
]5
eV , (38)
where α = e2/4π ≃ 1/137. For illustration purposes we
consider a glueball mass of the order of 1 MeV which
leads to a decay time τ ∼ 5.5 × 10−14s. We used
cos θQ ∼ 1 since θQ ∼ 2.5◦ when assuming for ΛQCD and
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the chemical potential the values adopted in the previous
section. While we are aware of the possible contribution
from other hadrons to the saturation of the electromag-
netic trace anomaly [31], here we assume it to be dom-
inated by the SUc(2) glueballs. In any case, it is hard
to imagine the photon decay process to be completely
switched-off.
V. CONCLUSION
We constructed the, in medium, effective Lagrangian
describing the light glueballs associated with the unbro-
ken and still confining SUc(2) color subgroup. This La-
grangian has to be added to the one presented in [6] and
constitutes a key ingredient for understanding the non
perturbative physics of 2 flavor color superconductivity.
We have shown that the light glueballs are unstable to
photon decay and estimated the, in medium, two photon
decay rate.
This work shows that a consistent portion of the glue
(3/8 or 37.5%) filling the 2SC medium is very rapidly and
efficiently converted into electromagnetic radiation. The
relevance of the above in Quark Stars has been demon-
strated in [10]. In particular we showed that, if 2SC
develops at the surface of such stars (at the very early
stage of their cooling history), glueball formation and
subsequent two-photon decay process provide the fuel to
power Gamma Ray Bursts. We discovered a plausible
link between Color Superconductivity and Gamma Ray
Bursts with important consequences to astrophysics and
QCD [10].
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